Diagnosing Parkinson's disease (PD) is often difficult, especially in its early stages. It has been estimated that nearly 40% of people with the disease may not be diagnosed. Traditionally, the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease often requires a doctor to observe the patient over time to recognize signs of rigidity. In this work, we propose a PDR-based method to continuously monitor and record the patient's gait characteristics using a smart-phone. Our tool could be useful in providing an early warning to the PD patient to seek medical assistance and help the doctor diagnose the disease earlier.
Introduction
Gait disturbance is an early feature of brain disorder such as Parkinson's disease, dementia and stroke which lead to apraxic gait patterns where there is loss of ability to move properly. This is due to the disruption of the human locomotion control and sensory feedback system, which controls balance allowing safe negotiation of the environment. Several prior studies have showed how a person walks may predict whether they'll develop Alzheimer's or Parkinson's disease. Mobility impairments are often associated with these brain disorders, and some gait changes may even appear before cognitive decline can be detected by some selected gait characteristics such as gait speed and stride length. For example, [1] found that found slower walkers with a lower cadence and less of a stride length were more likely to have problems in cognitive, memory and other processing functions, compared to faster walking counterparts. These studies suggest that continuous monitoring of changes of gait characteristics may provide useful information at detecting motor changes associated with future cognitive decline.
In this work, we propose a method that utilizes the accelerometer sensor in a smart-phone to continuously monitor the changes of walking patterns of a potential patient who might be developing some brain disorder like Parkinson's disease. Tracking people is an important component of ubiquitous networking. In this paper, we consider the use of a pedestrian dead reckoning (PDR) system to capture the gait characteristics, such as step length and step frequency, of a person. On average, the accuracy of our step length estimation is about 98%. Using a simple binary classification method like SVM, we also show that we can identify the changes of walking pattern of the patient using the recorded gait data from the phone with high accuracy.
Related work
A PDR system can be classified into two types depending on where the sensor is mounted: foot-mounted [6] and waist-mounted [8] [9] [10] . To calculate the step length, the foot-mounted methods typically perform a double integral on the horizontal acceleration. However, without further calibration, the problem of sensor drift [7] could introduce serious inaccuracies when estimating the step length. One way to calibrate the sensor drift error is called zero velocity update (ZUPT). When the swinging-foot touches the ground, the angular velocity of this foot will be close to zero, which can be used to reset the system to avoid sensor drift errors accumulating into the length estimation of the next step.
On the other hand, for a waist-mounted PDR system, ZUPT is not directly applicable, since one will not be able to find zero velocity in the horizontal direction. Some waist-mounted PDR systems use a constant step length [2] [3] [4] [5] while the others [9] use a trace-driven approach, by first collecting empirical data from multiple users and then using linear regression to find the relation between step length, walking frequency, and the variance of acceleration. The limitation of this approach is that one might need to collect new training data for a new user. Weinberg [10] observed that the upper body moves vertically when walking, and suggested that one can estimate the step length as follows:
, where is the swinging angle of the leg from the body, and the heightchange can be estimated based on the vertical acceleration. However, he did not discuss how to measure . Our idea is similar to Weinberg's, but we estimate the step length based on the height change and length of the leg using the Pythagorean Theorem. In addition, we use the concept of Simple Harmonic Motion (SHM) to find the zero velocity in the vertical direction, and apply ZUPT to avoid the accumulation of sensor drift errors on the vertical-axis.
Sensing gait characteristics using a smart-phone
As described above, Weinberg [10] proposed that one can estimate the step length using the height change of the waist and the swinging angle of the leg during walking, but he did not discuss how to measure this angle, and we found that, in practice, it is difficult to measure such a small angle during walking. Based on Pythagorean Theorem, in this paper we proposed a different way to estimate step length using the change in height. During walking, a person's body moves up and down. If we assume the length of the leg is L, the waist-line will move up-and-down between L and (L-h) from the ground, where h is the change in the height of the waist. Considering the triangle in Figure 1 , formed by two feet of a person and their step length D. Given that L is known, using the Pythagorean Theorem, we can estimate D if we know the height of this triangle, i.e., (L-h). To obtain (L-h), we first need to calculate h, which is the change in height of the waist during walking. Therefore, if we mount an accelerometer on the user's waist, the readings of this can be used to estimate the height change h, which can then be used to calculate the step length D based on the Pythagorean Theorem (the length of the leg (i.e. L) and half of the step length (i.e. In this paper, we extend the above-mentioned waist-mounted method for a smart-phone. When implementing a PDR system on a smart-phone, two cases can be considered. The first is when the user holds the phone (e.g., when talking on the phone), and the other is when the phone is put in a pocket or a bag. Prior research [14] has shown the feasibility of using a waist-mounted method for the first case. Therefore, in this paper we focus on how to extend the results of a waist-mounted method for the second case. To implement a waist-mounted method, two issues need to be considered: the orientation and placement of the phone. The orientation of the phone may change from time to time when it is put in a pocket or bag during walking, and this affects the influence of gravity on the three axes of the accelerometer, and results in different readings from the sensor. To resolve this problem, we adopt a method similar to that in an earlier work, Su et al. [14] , which used a gyroscope to record changes in orientation and to calibrate the system. Next, in a waist-mounted method, the vertical movement displacement of the phone is the key parameter to estimate the step length. When the phone is positioned above the waist-line, its vertical displacement during walking will be the same as when it is mounted on the waist. On the other hand, when the phone is placed below the waistline (e.g., in a pants pocket), we can estimate the vertical displacement of the waist as follows. Assuming the leg length (L) and the pocket position from the ground (L') are already known, we can find two similar triangles ABC and PQR, as shown in Figure 2 . Based on the Pythagorean Theorem, we can obtain by first measuring L' and h' (i.e., the vertical displacement of the pocket during the walking). Then, using triangle similarity, we can find . h' can be measured in a similar way as to measure h .
To use the smart-phone to estimate the walking distance, the following practical issues need to be considered: 1.
How to remove signal noise, such as vibrations from the body? 2.
How to prevent sensor drift errors accumulating from one step to the next? 3.
How to deal with when the user moves at irregular speeds? Our system architecture is shown in Figure 3 . We first filter the noise using a low-pass filter. The filtered signal is fed into the step recognition module to identify each new step. We adopt the concept of simple harmonic motion (SHM) [11] to reset the vertical velocity at the beginning of each new step, which prevents sensor drift errors from being accumulated over to the next one. Finally, the step length is estimated based on the filtered sensor data and foot length.
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Noise Filtering
During walking, some unexpected and unpredictable body vibrations might cause some higher-frequency noise in the sensor readings. In this section, we discuss how to filter such noise.
Intuitively, one can use a low pass filter and preset a cut-off frequency to filter noise. Some prior work has shown that the frequency of human muscle movement is lower than 16Hz [12] , and the human step frequency is never higher than 3Hz [8] . Therefore, some step recognition systems use 3Hz as their cut-off frequency to filter noise signal [4] . Initially, we also used 3Hz, but then found our results became worse. This shows that, while it is good enough to detect a new step event, a 3Hz threshold is too low for our purposes, and will remove data which is not noise. Some prior research [13] analyzed the acceleration of the waist during walking, and found the maximum acceleration is 8Hz. We thus set our cut-off frequency at 8Hz for filtering the noise, and this threshold worked well under repeated experiments with different subjects.
Step recognition module
In order to recognize a step, we first analyze the components of one step that can cause vertical changes to the body. There are three major events which may affect the height of the waist, as shown in Figure 4 .1. The first one is a heel-touching-ground event, which happens when the heel just hits the ground and the waist is in its lowest position during the entire step. The event that comes after this is the stance, which occurs when the foot is flat on the ground. Finally, the heel-off-ground event occurs right after the stance. Generally, as shown in Figure 4 .2, the vertical acceleration of a heel-touching-ground event is the local minimum within a step. In addition, previous studies [2] showed that human walking frequency is never over 3Hz. Therefore, the duration between two consecutive heel-touching-ground events must be over 0.33 second. Based on the above, we use a sliding window algorithm to detect every heel-touching-ground event, and define one step as from a heel-touching-ground event to the next heel-touching-ground event. Once a new step is identified, the sensor data between two consecutive heeltouching-ground events will be used to estimate the step length. 
3.3.
Step length estimator 1) Our step model To measure the walking distance from point A to point B, we sum up the step length of all steps. We model a complete step as from one heel-touching-ground-event to the next. Therefore, we consider the first step (i.e., from the stance event to the heel-touching-ground event, as shown in Figure 4 .1) and the last step (i.e., from the heeltouching-ground event to the stance event) as half a step. When the first or last step is detected, our system will divide the calculated step length by 2.
2) Avoid accumulation of sensor drift errors Once each step can be identified, we can then do the double integral to calculate the height change of the waist and then use this information to estimate the length of each stride based on the Pythagorean Theorem. However, as discussed previously, if the system only naively does the double integral on the accelerometer data, the sensor drifts errors could accumulate from one step to the next. To avoid this, we propose a zero velocity update method to calibrate the sensor data: if we mount a sensor on the waist of a pedestrian, then while they are walking the trajectory of the sensor can be approximated by Simple Harmonic Motion (SHM) [11] . In addition, given that the velocity of the highest and lowest points of the sensor will be zero, we can utilize these characteristics to detect when the user starts a new step. Finally, once the points with zero velocity in the vertical direction (where the vertical acceleration reaches its local maximum, i.e., points A and B in Figure 4. 2) are identified, we can then reset the vertical velocity to zero before doing the double integral for calculating the height change of the user's waist. The height change can then be used to estimate the step distance based on the Pythagorean Theorem.
Specifically, there are three major events during one step, namely heel-touching-ground, stance, and heel-offground. As shown in Figure 4 .2, the lowest valley (point A) of the wave indicates when the heel is touching the ground (corresponding to the fifth posture in Figure 4 .1), the first peak occurs (point B) when the walker is in the stance state (corresponding to the first posture in Figure 4.1) . Following the stance event, the body starts to lean forward and the foot is now on its toes, which will give a force to push the body up, so that the vertical acceleration will change to the opposite direction and cause the second valley in Figure 4 .2 (i.e., point C, corresponding to the second posture in Figure 4 .1), due to the law of inertia.
As shown in Figure 4 .1, when the stance and heel-touching-ground events occur, the waist has the largest displacement from its equilibrium position. Therefore, we reset the vertical velocity to zero at these points. We performed an experiment to observe the effect of doing such a zero velocity update (ZUPT). As shown in Figure 5 , implementing ZUPT can indeed avoid the accumulation of sensor drift errors.
The first and last steps are considered as special cases. There is only one point where the velocity needs to be reset, because the initial velocity of the first step is already zero, and the last step does not need to reset this when the body is in its stance state.
3) Moving at high speed or on the same spot As shown in Figure 4 .2, when one walks at a normal speed, the stance event generally occurs as the first peak after the heel-touching-event. However, during high speed movement, we observe that the counter-force from the ground could introduce an extra pulse between the heel-touching-ground and stance events. Without taking this into consideration, our system could reset the velocity at the wrong point. Previous studies in kinesiology [15] showed that the duration from the heel-touching-ground event to the stance event normally accounts for at least 16.7% of the time in a step. Based on this observation, we can identify the right point where the stance event occurs and reset the velocity when calculating the step length.
When one is moving on the same spot, the acceleration data should not be considered in the calculation of step length. In addition, when one is walking on the same spot, the height of the waist does not usually change significantly. Therefore, we use a simple threshold-based filter to detect this phenomenon by looking at whether the acceleration data in all three directions (vertical, horizontal, and lateral) are lower than a certain threshold, , as shown below, and then reset the vertical acceleration accordingly (in our implementation, is set to 1m/s2). 
Evaluation
We implemented our PDR-based step length estimation algorithm on a variety of Android phones from HTC and Samsung. The phones were given to 17 seniors in a senior center used as a step counters to record their daily activity level since May 2012. The collected data are also periodically uploaded to a server.
As discussed previously, we use a low-pass filter to filter out the noise in our step length estimation algorithm. We choose 8Hz as our cut-off frequency for filtering the noise because it gives us the most accurate results. Some of the state-of-the-art pedometers on the market can also output walking distance. We compare our method with these pedometers, and find that they only achieve up to 90% accuracy, which is significantly lower than our results (98%).
Furthermore, as discussed previously, our approach is based on the idea of using the change in height of the waist to estimate step length, which is similar to the method used in Weinberg [28] . In his work, he proposed an equation to estimate distance by observing the vertical acceleration during walking. We implement Weinberg's method and find that its accuracy is about 96.7%. In addition, one limitation of Weinberg's approach is that its system parameters need to be re-trained for every new user. In our system, we use a low-pass filter (LPF) to filter out the noise and employ zero velocity update (ZUPT) to calibrate the drift error of the accelerometer. To understand the effects of these mechanisms, we enable only one of them at a time. As shown in TABLE 1, ZUPT has a higher impact on the system performance than the implementation of the low-pass filter. When ZUPT is disabled, the accuracy drops The feasibility of our proposed approach to detect Parkinson's disease's development was demonstrated by a recent event. One of the seniors who used our phone was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease in early this year. We find his step length (cm) and step frequency (number of steps/second) decreasing over time, as shown in Figure 6 , through the examination of collected smartphone data. With a binary classification method like SVM, we can easily identify such a change of his walking patterns and provide an early diagnosis of his Parkinson's disease.
Conclusion
Diagnosing Parkinson's disease is often difficult, especially in its early stages. It has been estimated that nearly 40% of people with the disease may not be diagnosed. Traditionally, the diagnosis of Parkinson's disease often requires a doctor to observe the patient over time to recognize signs of rigidity. In this work, we propose a PDRbased method to continuously monitor and record the patient's gait characteristics using a smart-phone. Our tool could be useful in providing an early warning to the PD patient to seek medical assistance and help the doctor diagnose the disease earlier.
